FAST FACE SHIELD
(for masks with horizontal straps)

MATERIALS
x1 mask
x1 sheet of clear plastic
— transparency film
— page protector
— cut 2-liter soda bottle
knife OR scissors

INSTRUCTIONS

1. CUT SLITS in plastic sheet.
Cut two slits about 4-5 inches long, from the bottom edge of the plastic sheet. The slits should be about 1 inch away from the edge.

Note that the space between the slits is WIDER than the mask itself.

Be mindful of the placement of the cuts to make sure the coverage for eyes is in a good range.

2. SLIDE PLASTIC TABS behind mask’s straps.
Mask is worn BEHIND the plastic.

While wearing your mask, slide the two outer wings into the straps on either side of the mask.

Plastic shield is meant to curve forward/away from the face for comfort and to lower fogging.